Cortico-striatal synchronization in human focal seizures.
Although a number of experimental and clinical studies have pointed out participation or an even more prominent role of basal ganglia in focal seizures, the mode of interaction between cortical and striatal signals remains unclear. In the present study, we took stereoelectroencephalographic (SEEG) recordings in drug-resistant epilepsy patients, to qualitatively and quantitatively analyse the ictal striatum activity as well as its synchronization with cerebral cortex. Eleven patients who underwent SEEG evaluation were prospectively included if they fulfilled two inclusion criteria: (i) at least one orthogonal intracerebral electrode contact explored the basal ganglia, in either their putaminal or caudate part; and (ii) at least two SEEG seizures were recorded. Cortical and subcortical regions of interest were defined and different periods of interest were analysed. SEEG was visually inspected and h2 non-linear correlation analysis performed to study functional connectivity between cortical region of interest and striatum. Six correlation indices were calculated. Two main patterns of striatal activation were recorded: the most frequent was characterized by an early alpha/beta activity that started within the first 5 s after seizure onset, sometimes concomitant with it. The second one was characterized by late, slower, theta/delta activity. A significant difference in h2 correlation indices was observed during the preictal and seizure onset period compared to background for global striatal index, mesio-temporal/striatal index, latero-temporal/striatal index, insular/striatal index, prefrontal/striatal index. In addition, a significant difference in h2 correlation indices was observed during the seizure termination period compared to all the other periods of interest for the six indices calculated. These results indicate that cortico-striatal synchronization can arise from the start of focal seizures. Depending on the ictal frequency pattern, desynchronization can occur later, but a late and terminal hypersynchronization progressively takes over. These changes in synchronization level between cortical and striatal activity might be part of an endogenous mechanism controlling the duration of abnormal oscillations within the striato-thalamo-cortical loop and thereby their termination. Pathophysiology of basal ganglia in focal seizures appears to be much more interlinked with the cortex than expected. Beyond the stereotypical features they could imprint to seizure semiology, their role in strengthening mechanisms underlying cessation of ictal propagation should inspire new rationales for deep brain stimulation in patients with intractable focal epilepsies.